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Abstract
Fine-grained sketch-based image retrieval (SBIR) aims to go beyond conventional
SBIR to perform instance-level cross-domain retrieval: finding the specific photo that
matches an input sketch. Existing methods focus on designing/learning good features
for cross-domain matching and/or learning cross-domain matching functions. However,
they neglect the semantic aspect of retrieval, i.e., what meaningful object properties does
a user try encode in her/his sketch? We propose a fine-grained SBIR model that exploits semantic attributes and deep feature learning in a complementary way. Specifically, we perform multi-task deep learning with three objectives, including: retrieval by
fine-grained ranking on a learned representation, attribute prediction, and attribute-level
ranking. Simultaneously predicting semantic attributes and using such predictions in the
ranking procedure help retrieval results to be more semantically relevant. Importantly,
the introduction of semantic attribute learning in the model allows for the elimination of
the otherwise prohibitive cost of human annotations required for training a fine-grained
deep ranking model. Experimental results demonstrate that our method outperforms the
state-of-the-art on challenging fine-grained SBIR benchmarks while requiring less annotation.

1

Introduction

With touch-screen devices becoming ever more ubiquitous, sketch holds great promise as
an intuitive and efficient mode of input compared to classic alternatives such as text. This
has motivated a major revival of interest in vision-based analysis of sketches, notably in
sketch-based image retrieval (SBIR). Most existing SBIR methods operate at the categorylevel [2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 15]: i.e., retrieving images of the same category as the query sketch.
However this means that sketch as a query modality is in direct competition with text – the
c 2016. The copyright of this document resides with its authors.
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user typically can name a category more clearly and easily using text, making SBIR a less
appealing retrieval paradigm. In contrast, a more unique property of sketch is the ability
to encode fine-grained visual details that would otherwise be hard to describe in text. This
observation has led to the recent emergence of fine-grained SBIR [10, 13, 19].
Fine-grained sketch-based image retrieval (FG-SBIR) focuses on finding specific images that match as closely as possible the details encoded in the input sketch. Due to the
drastic appearance changes across the sketch and photo image domains, especially for freehand sketch, FG-SBIR is an extremely challenging problem and very few attempts are reported. An earlier method in [10] extracts histogram of gradients (HOG) features from each
sketch/photo and encodes them into deformable part models (DPM); this is followed by
graph-based part matching to deal with pose changes. In contrast to hand-engineering features, recently a deep learning approach is proposed [19] which aims to learn a higher-level
feature representation with the right (in)variance properties across the sketch-photo domains
jointly with the matching function. Specifically, a three-branch deep neural networks (DNN)
is trained with a triplet ranking objective to match sketches to the corresponding photos.
Optimising this objective requires the network to re-represent the photo/sketch to eliminate
the domain gap while emphasising the fine-grained details. Similarly a two-branch DNN is
developed in [13] for instance-level SBIR, but differing from [19], no within-category finegrained retrieval is tackled. While such DNNs outperform prior work based on hand-crafted
features, their efficacy is limited by the lack of knowledge about the semantic properties
shared by a matching sketch-photo pair. Moreover, in order to learn this triplet-ranking based
DNN, fine-grained human annotations are required which are both costly and error-prone to
generate: for any given query sketch, the number of ranking pairs of photos is quadratic of
the number of photos; and many photos are visually too similar for even humans to differentiate reliably (as illustrated in Figure 2).
In this work, we wish to take advantage of a DNN’s strength as a representation learner,
but also combine this with semantic attribute learning, resulting in a deep multi-task attributebased ranking model for FG-SBIR. In particular, we introduce a multi-task DNN model,
where the main task is a retrieval task with triplet-ranking objective similar to [19], and attributes are detected and exploited in two side tasks. The first side-task is to predict the
attributes of the input sketch and photo images. By optimising this task at training-time,
we encourage the learned representation to more meaningfully encode the semantic properties of the photo/sketch. The second side-task is to perform retrieval ranking based on the
attribute predictions themselves. At test-time, this means that the retrieval ordering is explicitly driven by semantic attribute-level similarity as well as the similarity of the internally
learned representation. This novel deep multi-task attribute-based ranking network architecture has a number of advantages over existing methods: (1) The unique domain-invariant
nature of visual attributes helps to bridge the cross-domain gap between photos and sketches.
(2) By introducing multiple tasks in the network, the model generalises better and further can
rely less on expensive human ranking annotation. Specifically, we show that the highly nonscalable step of triplet annotation required by the model in [19] can now be avoided and
an automatic attribute-based strategy is developed instead to focus on the most informative
‘hard’ training samples for more efficient learning of the model.
It is worth noting that, although this is the first time a deep multi-task learning (MTL)
approach is developed for FG-SBIR, similar approaches have been successfully applied to
other vision problems to exploit the fact that different tasks can effectively regularise each
other when solved simultaneously, thus allowing all tasks to generalise better to test data.
For example, deep facial landmark detection task is improved when trained alongside facial
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attribute classification [20, 21]: the representation necessary to support attribute prediction is
also helpful for encoding the location of facial landmarks. In the video thumbnail selection
problem, the image search task based on click-through is set as the side task while the main
task is the deep visual-semantic embedding [11]. Another example is pedestrian attribute
prediction improving the main task of pedestrian detection [14]. However, dealing with
a cross-domain matching problem such as FG-SBIR has additional challenges which are
addressed uniquely in this work by carefully designing learning tasks and strategies tailormade for the fine-grained retrieval problem.
The contributions of this work are two-fold: (1) A novel deep MTL model is proposed to
exploit two attribute-based auxiliary tasks for learning semantically meaningful and domaininvariant representation for FG-SBIR. (2) A new attribute-based triplet generation and sampling strategy is developed to boost the effectiveness of the deep MTL model. Extensive
experiments are carried out on two benchmarks and the results demonstrate that the proposed model significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art while simultaneously requiring
less costly annotation.

2
2.1

Methodology
Multi-task Fine-Grained SBIR Network

In this section we describe our multi-task deep neural network for fine-grained SBIR. The
DNN architecture is illustrated in Figure 1. The proposed network is a three branch network.
Each input tuple consists of three images corresponding to the query sketch (gone through
the middle branch), positive photo image (top branch) and negative photo image (bottom
branch) respectively. The positive photo has been annotated as more visually similar to the
query than the negative photo. The learned deep model aims to enforce this ranking in the
model output. As shown in Figure 1 the architecture of of the task-shared part consists of
five convolution layers with max pooling, as well as a fully-connected (FC) layer, to learn
a better representation of original data via feature maps. After these shared layers, different
tasks evolve along separate branches: in the main task, one more FC layer with dropout and
rectified linear unit (RELU) are added to represent the learned fine-grained feature vectors.
Similarly, in the auxiliary task, a FC layer (with dropout and RELU) extracts fine-grained
attribute representations followed by a score layer to make prediction. Next the three tasks
and their uniquely associated layers are described in detail.
Main Triplet Ranking Task Our main task is sketch-photo ranking, and in this respect our
network is similar to the state-of-the-art triplet network used in [19], except for the additional
dropout to reduce overfitting. The main task is trained by supervision in the form of triplet
tuples, with each instance tuple {s, p+ , p− } containing an anchor sketch s, positive photo
p+ and negative photo p− . Corresponding to these input elements, the network has three
branches and the goal is to learn a representation, such that the positive photo p+ is ranked
above the negative photo p− in terms of its similarity to the query sketch s. To this end, the
main task loss function is triplet ranking loss:



Lθ s, p+ , p− = max 0, ∆ + D fθ (s) , fθ p+ − D fθ (s) , fθ p−

(1)

where θ represents the parameters of DNN, fθ (·) denotes the learned deep feature of the
corresponding network branch, D(·, ·) denotes the squared Euclidean distance, and ∆ is the
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Figure 1: Network architecture of the proposed deep multi-task fine-grained SBIR model.
required margin of ranking for the hinge loss.
Attribute Prediction Task In order to encourage the learned network representation to
encode semantically salient properties of objects (and thus help the main task to make better
(dis)similarity judgements for ranking), we also require the network to predict semantic
attributes – such as whether a shoe is high-heeled, or whether a chair has arm-rests. For this
task we assume that each training sketch s (or photo p) is annotated with N different semantic
attributes, thus providing training tuples {s,t1s . . .tNs }. Prediction of a sketch/photo image’s
attribute vector is a multi-label classification problem because attributes are not mutually
exclusive. For convenience, we assume that each attribute is binary, although this is not a
limitation of our framework. In this case the attribute prediction loss is the cross-entropy
between the attribute labels and predictions fθap (·), so for sketch attribute prediction we have
L p (s,t s ) = −


i
1 N hs
ap
ap
s
)
log
1
−
f
(s)
,
log
f
(s)
+
(1
−
t
t
∑ n θ ,n
n
θ ,n
N n=1

(2)

and similarly the loss functions for the positive and negative photos are obtained by replacing
s with p+ and p− respectively. This attribute prediction task can then be trained simultaneously with the main sketch-photo ranking task.
Attribute Ranking Task The attribute-prediction task above ensures that the network’s
learned representation encodes semantically salient features that support attribute prediction.
Since retrieval ranking is the main task, the attribute predication would not be used during
test-time. This task’s effect on the main task is thus implicit rather than direct. However,
as a semantic representation, attributes are domain invariant and thus intrinsically useful for
matching a photo with a query sketch. To this end, we introduce a third task of attribute-level
sketch-photo matching which matches based on the predicted attributes of sketch and photo
input rather than on an internally generated representation.
The loss function used for this task deserves some thought. A straightforward choice
would be treating the attribute prediction exactly the same way as the learned deep repre-
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sentations from the bottom five feature extraction layers of the network and use a loss that
is similar to that in Eq. (1), i.e., a triplet ranking loss. Specifically, since the attribute predictions are probabilities, we compare attribute predictions from the three branches with
cross-entropy rather than squared Euclidean distance as in the main task:



,
(3)
La s, p+ , p− = max 0, ∆ + H fθap (s) , fθap p+ − H fθap (s) , fθap p−
where H(·) is the cross-entropy between the attribute prediction vectors of the corresponding branches. However, there is a subtle but critical difference between the learned deep
feature representation and attribute predictions: they have very different dimensionalities –
the attributes are in the order of 10s whilst the deep features are 1000s. This means that they
have different levels of discriminative power and thus need to be treated differently when designing cross-domain matching losses. In particular, given a dozen attributes, many similar
photo images could have very similar or even identical sets of attributes; forcing them to be
different in order to enforce the ranking as in Eq. (3) would be too strong a constraint that
is difficult to meet. Taking this into consideration, a more relaxed attribute-similarity loss
function is adopted instead:


La s, p+ , p− = H fθap (s) , fθap p+ ,
(4)
which encodes a weaker constraint that the positive photo should have similar attributes to
the anchor sketch, and is found to be empirically better than the full triplet ranking loss in
our experiments. This attribute similarity loss obviously has an effect on how the training
tuples are selected, i.e., the sampling strategy which will be discussed in Sec. 2.3.
Multi-Task Training With the three tasks, the overall loss function for multi-task training
of our network is given by a weighted sum in Eq. (5).





+
L s, p+ , p− = Lθ s, p+ , p− + λa La s, p+ , p− + λs L p (s,t s ) + λ p+ L p p+ ,t p


(5)
−
+ λ p− L p p− ,t p + λθ kθ k22
where the first term is the main ranking task, the second term is the attribute ranking task,
the next three are attribute predictions for each network branch, and the last one is a regularization term to suppress the complexity of weights [12]. Here the
 relative weight of each
side task is denoted by the hyper parameters λ = λa , λs , λ p+ , λ p− .
Multi-Task Testing At run-time the main and attribute-ranking tasks are used together to
generate an overall similarity score for a given sketch/photo pair. All sketch/photo pairs are
ranked, and the retrieval for a given sketch is the similarity-sorted list of photos. Specifically,
for a given query sketch s the similarity to each image p in the gallery set is calculated as

Rs (s, p) = D ( fθ (s) , fθ (p)) + λa H fθap (s) , fθap (p) .
(6)
where D(·) and H(·) are squared Euclidean distance and cross-entropy respectively.

2.2

Staged Model Pre-training

A staged pre-training strategy is adopted similar to that of [19]. Specifically, first, a single
branch classification model with the same feature extraction layers as the proposed full model
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 Figure 2: Rank lists generated

automatically and by global ranking of human triplets.

is pre-trained to first classify ImageNet-1K data (encoded as edge maps). This model is very
similar to the Sketch-a-Net model [18] designed for sketch classification. This is followed
by fine-tuning on the 250 classes TU-Berlin sketch recognition task. After that, this single
branch network is extended to form a three-branch Siamese triplet ranking network. Each
branch is initialised as the pre-trained single-branch model, and the model is then fine-tuned
on a category-level photo-sketch dataset re-purposed for fine-grained SBIR as in [19]. After
these three stages of pre-training, the full model with two added side-tasks and the overall
loss in Eq. (5) is then initialised and fine-tuned with the fine-grained SBIR dataset for withincategory sketch-based photo retrieval.

2.3

Attribute-based Sampling Strategy

Determining an optimal sampling strategy for constructing the anchor-positive-negative triplet
tuples for model training is critical. There two major choices: (1) how to generate the triplets
and (2) how to select a subset of them for model training. For the former, one straightforward
choice is that given each anchor/query sketch, to form exhaustive photo pairs and present the
resultant triplets for humans to annotate which photo is more similar to the anchor. However,
this is intractable even for a moderate data size. Hence in [19] the top-10 ranked photos for
a given anchor is selected, where exhaustive human annotation is collected, yielding a total
of 10 · 9/2 = 45 triplets per sketch. All such superset of 45 human annotated triplets are then
used to train a triplet ranking model. However, there are two problems: (1) even with prescreening, the exhaustive annotation is still expensive, and (2) the collected annotations are
error-prone, since top ranked photos are all very similar to each other, making triplet ranking
a challenging task for humans to perform reliably (see Figure 2 – some pairs in the list are
hard to order by similarity with respect to the query). The reliability of human annotation can
be improved by employing a global ranking method such as [4] to correct annotation noise.
However, there is no solution to the scalability issue. In this work, a new way to generate the
triplets and a novel sampling strategy are developed, which entirely removes the need for the
otherwise non-scalable and unreliable human triplet annotations.
Triplet Generation Instead of choosing top-10 most similar photos and asking humans
to annotate (as in [19]), we automatically generate triplets based on a strict top-10 ranking
induced by attribute and feature similarity. More specially, we first use attribute similarity to
construct a top-10 candidate list of most similar photos given a query sketch. ImageNet CNN
features are then used to further rank these photos by similarity with respect to the ground-
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truth match. Intuitively this strategy can be seen as using semantic attribute properties to
generate a meaningful short list, but otherwise driving the cross-domain ranking objective
by more subtle photo-photo similarity encoded by a well-trained ImageNet CNN. It follows
that a total of 45 triplets can be automatically generated by enforcing ranks among candidate
photos within each triplet (i.e., photo with higher rank is annotated as positive and vise
versa). In Figure 2, we compare our automatic top-10 ranking with a globally optimised
ranking computed from human triplets [4]. Overall the automatic one is of comparable (or
better) quality than the more costly manually generated list.
Triplet Sampling The second novel feature is that instead of using all 45 triplets as per
[19], we sample the 9 hardest ones for model training, each consisting of the anchor and two
photos of neighbouring ranks (e.g., anchor-R1-R2 or anchor-R4-R5). We show empirically
that this choice of learning curriculum significantly boosts model performance compared
to alternatives ranging from exhaustive sampling, easy, and medium. Seemingly counterintuitive to the conventional ‘more data is better’ maxim, there are two explanations of why
sampling a small subset of hard samples helps: (a) After extensive (three) stages of model
pre-training, the model has already learned a strong domain-invariant representation; it is
therefore ‘ready’ to accept hard training samples [1]. (b) Importantly, the introduction of the
two additional attribute-based side tasks means that the model is much more robust against
overfitting with small training data size.

3
3.1

Experiments
Datasets and Settings

Training and Evaluation Data We use the same shoe and chair FG-SBIR datasets introduced by [19]. For training, 304 sketch-photo pairs of shoes, and 200 pairs of chairs
are used. Each sketch/photo comes with attribute annotations, which are used to obtain the
top 10 photo rank list in [19] and additionally to learn attribute-based tasks in our multitask model. Data augmentation like flipping and cropping is applied. Note that we did
not conduct experiments on the datasets of [10] and [13], since both of them lack attribute
annotations that we need to train attribute-related side tasks.
Network Implementation We use the Caffe library [9] to implement
 our deep multi-task
model. Task-importance parameters are set to λ = λa , λs , λ p+ , λ p− = {1, 0.01, 0.01, 0.01}
which were empirically found to work best, i.e., the main and attribute-level ranking tasks
have equivalent weight, and the attribute-prediction tasks all have the same lower weights.
The single loss margin is set to ∆ = 1. During joint training, the batch size is 128, and the
network is trained with a maximum of 25000 iterations. The base learning rate is 0.001 and
weight decay (λθ ) is set to 0.0005.
Evaluation metrics To evaluate performance, we use the same two evaluation metrics as
[17, 19]: Top-K retrieval accuracy for K = 1 and K = 10. This corresponds to the use scenario where there is a particular object that the user needs to retrieve exactly. An alternative
scenario, is where the user just wants to see similar items to the sketch, and in this case the
overall ordering is the salient metric. For this we use % of correctly ranked triplets, which
reflects how well the predicted triplet ranking agrees with that of humans.
Baselines We compare our multi-task model with several baselines, including the stateof-the-art fine-grained instance-level triplet ranking [19] (Triplet model). As representa-
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tives of the classic approaches, RankSVM is trained base on HOG features extracted and
encoded as either bag of words (BoW-HOG+rankSVM), or large dense vectors (DenseHOG+rankSVM). As representatives of alternative deep feature-based approaches, we also
extract Sketch-A-Net deep features [18], and 3D shape deep features [16] for RankSVM
training (3DS Deep+RankSVM and ISN Deep + RankSVM respectively).

3.2

Results

Comparisons against the state-of-the-art FG-SBIR retrieval performance is first evaluated to compare our multi-task model with the state-of-the-art methods outlined previously.
From the results in Table 1 we see that our MTL obtains much higher accuracy compared to
previous work, especially for Rank-1 matching accuracy – around 10% improvements over
the state-of-the-art in [19] are achieved, despite the fact that [19]’s triplet model requires
costly human triplet annotations not used by our framework.
Table 1: Comparative results against state of the art retrieval performance.
Shoe Dataset
BoW-HOG + rankSVM
Dense-HOG + rankSVM
ISN Deep + rankSVM
3DS Deep + rankSVM
Triplet model [19]
Ours

top 1
17.39%
24.35%
20.00%
5.22%
39.13%
50.43%

top 10
67.83%
65.22%
62.61%
21.74%
87.83%
91.30%

trip-acc
62.82%
67.21%
62.55%
55.59%
69.49%
70.59%

Chair Dataset
BoW-HOG + rankSVM
Dense-HOG + rankSVM
ISN Deep + rankSVM
3DS Deep + rankSVM
Triplet model [19]
Ours

top 1
28.87%
52.57%
47.42%
6.19%
69.07%
78.35%

top 10
67.01%
93.81%
82.47%
26.80%
97.94%
98.97%

trip-acc
61.56%
68.96%
66.62%
51.94%
72.30%
73.13%

Contributions of Auxiliary Tasks The main reason our MTL model outperforms thestate-of-the-art is due to the benefit provided by the auxiliary attribute-related side tasks:
indirectly in the case of attribute prediction (AP) and directly in the case of attribute ranking
(AR). To demonstrate this we compare the performance of our full model with the performance obtained by removing one or both of the auxiliary tasks (e.g., “Ours - AP” means our
full model with the AP task removed). From the results in Table 2, we can see that each
task helps, as performance drops when either is removed, and drops further when both are
removed.
Table 2: Contribution of the proposed attribute side tasks.
Shoe Dataset
Ours - AP - AR
Ours - AR
Ours - AP
Ours

top 1
37.39%
45.22%
44.35%
50.43%

top 10
82.61%
87.83%
86.96%
91.30%

trip-acc
66.57%
72.37%
71.34%
70.59%

Chair Dataset
Ours - AP - AR
Ours - AR
Ours - AP
Ours

top 1
50.52%
72.16%
72.16%
78.35%

top 10
91.75%
98.97%
98.97%
98.97%

trip-acc
69.62%
72.00%
72.10%
73.13%

Comparison of Triplet Generation and Sampling Strategies We investigate two ways
of generating triplets and various sampling strategies in this section. Generation: the triplets
are generated either automatically (using attribute/feature ranking) or manually by humans.
As mentioned earlier, the original human annotation can be noisy, thus we clean human
annotations by inferring a globally optimised rank list from the annotated pairs using the
generalised Bradley-Terry model [4]. Sampling: using either generation method, 10 photos
are ranked for any given sketch which gives a total of 10 · 9/2 = 45 triplets. Sampling
options include: (i) Exhaustive: use all 45 triplets with no sampling, or (ii) Hard: sample
the 9 hardest triplets as proposed. We also train a network using the same human annotated
triplets used by [19] as baseline.
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Table 3: Impact of different triplet annotation strategies.
Shoe Dataset
Auto-generated (exhaustive)
Auto-generated (hard only)
Human-optimised (exhaustive)
Human-optimised (hard only)
Human original (as in [19])

top 1
43.48%
50.43%
43.48%
47.83%
42.61%

top 10
86.09%
91.30%
87.83%
87.83%
89.57%

trip-acc
70.38%
70.59%
70.88%
70.28%
71.29%

Chair Dataset
Auto-generated (exhaustive)
Auto-generated (hard only)
Human-optimised (exhaustive)
Human-optimised (hard only)
Human original (as in [19])

top 1
68.04%
78.35%
71.13%
77.32%
71.13%

top 10
97.94%
98.97%
98.97%
100.00%
100.00%

trip-acc
70.58%
73.13%
73.29%
73.95%
73.84%

Table 4: The influence of training triplet difficulty on testing performance.
Shoe Dataset
Easy triplets
Medium triplets
Hard triplets

top 1
39.13%
41.74%
50.43%

top 10
80.87%
86.09%
91.30%

trip-acc
70.24%
71.05%
70.59%

Chair Dataset
Easy triplets
Medium triplets
Hard triplets

top 1
69.07%
68.04%
78.35%

top 10
96.91%
97.94%
98.97%

trip-acc
68.75%
71.75%
73.13%

Table 3 compares results obtained by our model using different triplet generation/sampling
strategies. We can draw the following conclusions: (1) Our automatically generated hard
triplet sampling strategy performs best overall. (2) In general, using a smaller number of 9
hard triplets performs better than the 45 exhaustive triplets, for either manual or automatic
generation. This suggests that hard triplets help learn a better fine-grained cross-domain
representation. (3) Overall, the auto-generated triplets produce better performance than the
human annotated triplets. The above results are somewhat surprising, as the conventional
wisdom is that ‘more data is always better’ and that careful manual annotation should be
better than automatic annotation. We attribute the superiority of fewer harder triplets to the
fact that the base model is already quite well pre-trained, so that at the point we start training
it is ‘ready’ for difficult examples, in a curriculum learning sense [1]; and the superiority of
generated triplets to manually annotated triplets to the fact that the similarity judgements are
quite hard to make reliably given the short list of similar images, so in this case the human
annotation is no more reliable than the automatic annotation.
We next investigate further the issue of sampling triplets according their difficulty level.
We define hard triplets as before, where each triplet spans a distance of 1 on the rank list.
Medium triplets are defined as those with distance 2 and 3, and easy triplets are those with
distance larger than 3. Thus within the top-10 list, the 45 exhaustive triplets include 9 hard,
15 medium and 21 easy ones. The results in Table 4 show that performance increases with
triplet difficulty, supporting our hypothesis that hard triplets are the most valuable at this
stage.
Qualitative Results Example retrieval results of our proposed multi-task model are shown
in Figure 3, where the retrieved image with green box is the ground truth.
Computational Cost Our deep multi-task model is trained on an Nvidia Tesla K80 GPU.
The reimplementation of the sketch triplet model takes about 5 days, as detailed in [19]. For
each dataset, joint training of our deep multi-task model takes around 7 hours to run 25,000
batches. Upon testing, the average time per query for shoes and chairs are 0.22s and 0.18s,
respectively.

4

Conclusion

In this paper, we introduce a deep multi-task attribute-based model for fine-grained SBIR. By
constructing attribute-prediction and attribute-based ranking side-tasks alongside the main
sketch-based image retrieval task, the main task representation is enhanced due to being
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 of our proposed method, compared with that of [19].
Figure 3: Retrieval results

required to encode semantic attributes of sketches and photos, and moreover the attribute
predictions can be exploited to help make similarity predictions at test time. The combined
result is that performance is significantly improved compared to previous state of the art using a deep triplet ranking task alone. Beyond this we showed that somewhat surprisingly the
human subjective triplet annotation is not be critical for obtaining good performance. This
means that it is relatively easy to extend the method to new categories and larger datasets,
since attribute annotation grows only linearly rather than cubically in the amount of data.
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